CERTIFICATE VERIFICATION FOR PG ADMISSIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

The following documents are necessary for certificate verification.

- **Stamp size photos** (Two numbers)
- **10th & 12th Mark Sheet** (Original and two photocopies)
- **Six / Eight Semester Mark Sheets** (Original and Two photocopies)
- **Transfer Certificate and Conduct Certificate** (Original and Two photocopies)
- **Provisional Certificate** (Original and Two photocopies)
- **Two Photocopies of Community Certificate** (Verify Xerox Copy with Original Certificate)
- **Equivalence Certificate** (Candidate who had undergone courses offered by University / Boards outside India & seek admission in this University area shall have to produce the Equivalence Certificate issued by the Association of India Universities)
- **Migration Certificate** *(For Candidates Belonging to the Boards other than Tamil Nadu)*

- Check all the details pertaining to the information provided in the school Transfer Certificate, Mark statement and other documents before you deposit in our college. This will form the basis for the preparation of Transfer Certificate in future.
- On the day of certificate verification the student should compulsorily be accompanied by any one of the Parents / Guardian.
- Your provisional admission process is complete only when you deposit all the required documents in the specified time and failure to do so, will automatically cancel your admission.
- The admission status is only PROVISIONAL until the admission is officially confirmed after the verification of documents by the Bharathiar University and Directorate of Collegiate Education,

*Originals and photocopies once submitted, will not be returned for any reason under any circumstance till the verification process by the Bharathiar University is over to confirm your admission. Hence the students are advised to have adequate photocopies of the above certificate for their personal use.*

PRINCIPAL
INSTRUCTIONS

The following documents are necessary for certificate verification.

♦ **10th Mark Sheet** (Original and 2 photocopies)
♦ **11th Mark Sheet** (Original and 2 photocopies)
♦ **12th Provisional Statement & 12th Mark Sheet** (Original and 2 photocopies)
♦ **Transfer Certificate and Conduct Certificate** (Original and 2 photocopies)
♦ **Community Certificate** (Original and 2 photocopies)
♦ **Stamp size photos** (Two numbers)
♦ **Equivalence Certificate** (Candidate who had undergone courses offered by University / Boards outside India & seek admission in this University area shall have to produce the Equivalence Certificate issued by the Association of India Universities)
♦ **Migration Certificate** *(For Candidates Belonging to the Boards other than Tamil Nadu)*
♦ **Photocopy of the Aadhaar Card**
♦ **Photocopy of Front page of Bank pass Book**

➢ Check all the details pertaining to the information provided in the school Transfer Certificate, Mark statement and other documents before you deposit in our college. This will form the basis for the preparation of Transfer Certificate in future.

➢ On the day of certificate verification the student should compulsorily be accompanied by any one of the Parents / Guardian.

➢ Your provisional admission process is complete only when you deposit all the required documents in the specified time and failure to do so, will automatically cancel your admission.

➢ The admission status is only PROVISIONAL until the admission is officially confirmed during the verification of documents by the Bharathiar University and Directorate of Collegiate Education,

*Originals and photocopies once submitted, will not be returned for any reason under any circumstance till the verification process by the Bharathiar University is over to confirm your admission. Hence the students are advised to have adequate photocopies of the above certificate for their personal use.*

PRINCIPAL